LUMOS LED TORCH
Handheld LED Torch

Product Code: OT00981

Introduction
The handheld Defender Lumos LED torch has a tough aluminium alloy body with a micro textured
barrel for improved grip. It has been designed with a 120 metre beam distance and offers a bright
230 lumens output. The Defender Lumos LED torch has a waterproof rating of IP54.
The torch is battery operated and requires 3 AAA batteries which are supplied and fitted.
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Handheld LED Torch
Wrist Strap
3 x AAA Batteries

Also Available:
Belt Holster 		
KlickFast Holder 		
Molle Pouch 		

OT00986
OT00991
OT01208

Operation
To switch the torch on, lightly press the bevelled button at the tail cap of the torch and release.
Press and release again to switch the torch off.
Note:
When using the torch for the first time the protective battery tab will need to be removed and
discarded from the battery compartment. Please refer to Battery Replacement section for
guidance on accessing the battery compartment.

Battery replacement

Torch Body

Battery Compartment

End Cap

To install/replace the batteries, unscrew the end cap in a counter-clockwise direction until fully
unscrewed. This will reveal the battery compartment. Insert the batteries into the battery
compartment ensuring the correct polarity (+ - + -). If the batteries are inserted in the wrong
polarity the torch will not work. Then insert the battery compartment into the torch body. With
the batteries correctly installed replace the end cap back to the torch body, ensuring the spring is
centralised, and turn in a clockwise direction until fully tightened. The Defender Lumos LED torch
is now ready to use.
Note:
Performance may be adversely affected following prolonged exposure to extreme temperatures.
WARNING
Do not look directly into light source, do not point directly into the face of others, keep away
from children. Before first use, point away from eyes.
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